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Introduction

Le projet FOSTER (ANR COSINUS 2010) a pour objectif de proposer pour
les sciences de l’environnement un processus semi-automatique complet pour la
compréhension et la prédiction de l’érosion à partir d’images multi-temporelles
fusionnées à d’autres données (MNT, données météorologiques, ...). Deux tâches
critiques de ce processus seront plus particulièrement étudiées : le traitement des
images satellitaires très haute résolution, et la construction de modèles descriptifs
et prédictifs intégrant l’information spatio-temporelle. Ce projet vise à apporter
de nouveaux moyens (méthodes, algorithmes, logiciels) d’exploitation des masses
de données spatio-temporelles générées par les sciences environnementales, et
plus particulièrement en matière de fouille de données.
Une des tâches importante du projet FOSTER est la tâche 2 qui se propose de
développer de nouvelles méthodes de fouille de données spatio-temporelles. Ces
tâches permettront de décrire des régularités, des tendances ou des évolutions
spatio-temporelles des objets étudiés en lien avec le phénomène d’érosion.
Néanmoins, nous veillerons à développer des concepts et des outils génériques
susceptibles d’être déployés dans d’autres domaines d’application.
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Objectif du livrable 2.3

Ce livrable a pour objectif de proposer les premiers développements et tentatives de définitions de motifs spatio-temporels nouveaux permettant d’étudier
les évolutions spatiales et temporelles d’objets ou d’événements.
Deux types d’approches peuvent être considérées pour définir des motifs spatio-temporels. Le premier type d’approche a été largement étudiés ces
dernières années et consistent à définir un nouveau domaine de motifs spatiaux
que l’on appelle les co-localisations ([4,8,3,7,5,6]), comme une alternative à des
méthodes d’analyse spatiale en plus de la dimension thématique (d’attributs) et
permet de décrire des corrélations ou des tendances en terme de caractéristiques
mais aussi en terme de relations spatiales entre les objets étudiés. Les colocalisations ont démontré leur intérêt et pertinence comme modèles descriptifs
dans des problématiques traitant de l’analyse spatiale dans des données spatiales
et SIG (où la dimension spatiale est importante) comme le montre le nombre
de travaux étudiant ce type de motifs (cf. livrable 2.1). Ils permettent d’étudier
les associations des caractéristiques d’objets spatialement (avec différentes relations spatiales) de manière globale. L’intégration de la dimension temporelle aux
co-localisations a permis la définition d’un domaine de motifs spatio-temporels.
Mais ces motifs ne peuvent fournir que des informations du type un ensemble
de caractéristiques souvent proches spatialement (par leurs instances) le restent
dans une période de temps. Le deuxième type d’approches quant à lui concerne
l’analyse spatio-temporelle et est basée sur l’extension spatiale des techniques
de fouille de données temporelles, telles que les motifs séquentiels.
Nous avons proposé deux façons d’analyser des données spatio-temporelles
en intégrant la dimension spatiale à des motifs séquentiels. La première consiste
3

à pré-traiter les données spatialement dans le but d’obtenir différentes bases
de données séquentiels avec différentes proximités spatiales et de souligner l’influence des relations spatiales utilisées [1]. La deuxième façon consiste à étendre
les motifs séquentiels en intégrant la dimension spatiale. Nous avons donc introduit un nouveau domaine de motifs [2]. Ils correspondent à une adaptation
des motifs séquentiels classiques pour prendre en compte les relations spatiales.
Contrairement aux co-localisations les motifs que nous avons définis décrivent
localement les évolutions temporelles d’événements (ou caractéristiques) en fonction de l’environnement voisin. L’application de ces motifs à deux jeux de
données réelles (la propagation du virus de la dengue et les données hydrologique) a montré l’intérêt de ces motifs pour analyser les évolutions temporelles
d’un objet ou d’événements en fonction de son environnement voisin.
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Documents annexés

Nous avons choisi d’annexer à ce livrable les premiers travaux effectués sur
les motifs spatio-temporels. mentionné précédemment [1,2].
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a knowledge discovery process applied to hydrological data. To achieve this objective, we apply an algorithm
to extract sequential patterns on data collected at stations located along several rivers. The data is pre-processed in order to obtain
different spatial proximities and the number of patterns is estimated to highlight the influence of defined spatial relationship. We provide
an objective measure of assessment, called the least temporal contradiction, to help the expert in discovering new knowledge. Such
elements can be used to assess spatialized indicators to assist the interpretation of ecological and rivers monitoring pressure data.
Keywords: Data Mining, Patterns, Rivers, Spatial Mining.
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Introduction

The water system, structuring landscapes and ecosystems of
metropolitan France, covers more than 500000 km. The river
system is a fragile environment subject to the presence of many
economic activities and usages that have changed over time, and
which have altered the physico-chemical and biological quality
of water.
However, new European and French regulations demand the
preservation and restoration of rivers and their surrounding environments. If systems for monitoring water quality have been
existing for several decades, the challenge is now to construct indicators to take into account the influence of uses and restoration
measures on the water quality.
To build an efficient tool, we must consider different types
of data: (1) hydrological data, here, related to water quality (2)
data related to monitoring stations (location, specific network...)
(3) hydrographic network data, its physical characteristics and
spaces associated with it: watershed, water mass ... (4) data related to human activities, and finally (5) pressure variables or
context variables such as weather data, or data related to hydroecological homogeneity (such as hydro-ecoregions).
The data constitutes an important pool of information that is
difficult to globally analyze. The heterogeneity and quantity of

data handled requires the definition of specific approaches. This
requirement is particularly important as we must take into account the temporal variability of data.
In this paper, we aim at analyzing the water quality in the hydrological network of Saône (Burgundy) watershed. Our contribution should take into account the temporal variability of the
data while considering the spatial proximity of different stations
by grouping them according to their distance, to their membership in a common area, etc. For this, we address the overall
process of knowledge discovery on hydrological data.
The data is pre-processed w.r.t. different spatial proximities.
Then, we use a pattern mining algorithm to extract frequent temporal sequences. Finally, to help the expert in discovering new
knowledge, we evaluate extracted sequences against a new measure, called the least temporal contradiction. This measure enables to find relevant sequences that are the least contradicted
over time.
In section 2, we review the concepts of sequential pattern mining and define the Least Temporal Contradiction measure. Then,
in section 3, we describe the knowledge discovery process applied on Saône watershed data and the spatial features that have
been considered. Findings with the least temporal contradiction
measure on extracted patterns are presented. The paper ends with
our conclusions and some perspectives.
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Figure 1: The Saône river watershed.

than minsupp) is a frequent sequence called a sequential pattern.
Table 1: Example of river quality status dataset

2.2

2

Definitions and methods

In this section, we give some preliminary definitions on sequential patterns and define the least temporal contradiction measure.

2.1 Preliminaries
Consider the database DB, illustrated in Table 1, which groups
all records made by stations dispersed along several rivers (e.g.
in Table 1, item A could be "good biological indicator IBGN").
Each tuple T is a transaction and consists of a triplet (idstation, id-date, itemset): the id of the station, the date of record
as well as all current quality status of the river.
Let I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , im } the set of items (quality status). An
itemset is a non-empty set of items denoted by (i1 , i2 , . . . , ik )
where i j is an item. A sequence S is an non-empty ordered list,
of itemsets denoted by < s1 , s2 , . . . , s p > where s j is an itemset.
A n-sequence is a sequence of n itemsets. For example, consider quality status A, B,C, D and E recorded by the station Station1 according to the sequence S =< (A, E)(B,C)(D)(E) >, as
shown in the Table 1. This means quality status A and E were
recorded together by Station1 i.e. at the same time. Then, Station1 recorded B and C, the last items in the sequence were
recorded later and separately, by the same station. In this example, S is a 4-sequence.
A sequence < s1 , s2 , . . . , s p > is a subsequence of another sequence < s�1 , s�2 , . . . , s�m > if there exist integers k1 < . . . < k j <
. . . < k p such as s1 ⊆ s�k1 , s2 ⊆ s�k2 , . . . , s p ⊆ s�k p . For example,
the sequence S� =< (B)(E) > is a subsequence of S because
(B) ⊆ (B,C) and (E) ⊆ (E). However, < (B)(C) > is not a subsequence of S because the two itemsets (B) and (C) are not included in two itemsets of S. All quality status recorded by the
same station are grouped and sorted by date. It is called the data
sequence of the station.
A station supports a sequence S if S is included in his data
sequence (S is a subsequence of the station data sequence). The
support of a sequence S is calculated as the percentage of stations
that support S.
Let minsupp be a minimum support set by the user, a sequence
that satisfies the minimum support (i.e. whose support is greater

Client

Date

Items

Station1
Station2
Station1
Station1
Station1

04/01/12
04/02/28
04/03/02
04/03/12
04/04/26

(A) (E)
(E)
(B) (C)
(D)
(E)

Sequential Patterns Mining

The problem of mining sequential patterns was introduced by
[1] in the context of the basket market problem and applied with
success in many fields such as biology [14, 13], Web mining
[10, 8], anomaly detection [12], the data flow mining [7] or the
description of behavior into group [11].
To extract sequential patterns, the PrefixSpan algorithm [9]
has been adopted because of its effectiveness in large volumes
of data. This method uses a divide and conquer strategy by
performing a depth-first search with successive database projections.
A projection of the database according to a sequence S is defined by the set of suffixes of sequences present in the database
and prefixed by S. The goal is to reduce the search space. In this
context, PrefixSpan analyzes shared prefixes which are present
in the data sequences. From this analysis, the algorithm builds
intermediate databases (from the original database) that are projections deducted from identified prefixes. Then, for each intermediary database, PrefixSpan seeks to grow the set of sequential
patterns discovered by applying the same process recursively.

2.3

The least temporal contradiction

In the data mining domain, it is common to obtain frequent sequences that are more numerous than in the original data. Choosing the most relevant sequences remains problematic since it is
often closely linked to the data handled. Even if spatiotemporal
data mining received a lot of attention [4, 5, 6], to our knowledge,
there is no work on filtering the most relevant frequent sequences
that are not contradicted over time.
For this, we propose to extend the measure called the least contradiction (LTC), defined for association rules in [2] for two main
reasons. First, this measure is simple to understand by experts
and to implement. Second, previous work has exhibited the capacity of this measure to extract nuggets of knowledge [2] and
to resist to noise [3]. Other measures could also be extended to
temporal sequences such as lift if the definition is close to the
one of the least contradiction.
Let S be a frequent sequence, the Least Temporal Contradiction of S, denoted LTC(S), is defined by:
LTC(S) =

where


S


 d
S


 t

supp(S) − ∑ supp(sd )
sd ∈Sd

∑ supp(st )

st ∈St

the set of sequences including all itemsets
of the sequence S but in a different order
the set of sequences including all items
which appeared in sequence S
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The extension of the least temporal contradiction allows us to
keep the original spirit of the measure which was designed to
estimate how many times a rule is verified vs how many times it
is disabled. A rule that is most frequently tested as disabled is a
priori irrelevant. Like the conventional version, this measure is
normalized. Here, normalization is performed in relation to the
sum of supports of the sequences that can be built from the items
composing the relevant sequence.

Figure 2: Process of knowledge discovery applied to hydrologic
network.

For instance, consider the following sequences and their support:

S1 =< (AB)(BC) >, supp(S1 ) = 0.25




 S2 =< (BC)(AB) >, supp(S2 ) = 0.10
S3 =< (AB)(CE) >, supp(S3 ) = 0.12


S =< (AB) >
, supp(S4 ) = 0.13


 4
S5 =< (EA)(BC) >, supp(S5 ) = 0.20
Then,

LTC(S1 =< (AB)(BC) >) =

supp(S1 ) − ∑ supp(sd )
sd ∈Sd

∑ supp(st )

st ∈St

=

0.25 − 0.10
= 0.224
0.67


 supp(S1 ) = 0.25
S = {S2 }
with
 d
St = {S1 , S2 , S3 , S5 }

We find (BC) and (AB) in S2 (which has the same itemsets as
the sequence S1 , but in a different order) and found items A, B
and C in S1 , S2 , S3 and S5 , but not in S4 which only contains
items A and B.
In the next section, we describe the knowledge discovery process used on hydrological data.

3

Knowledge Discovery for hydrological data

In this section, we describe the different steps, illustrated in Figure 2, that have been addressed in the process of knowledge discovery for the Saône watershed data. The pre-processing step
consists in transforming data by grouping stations considering
their different spatial proximity. In the pattern mining step, we
use an algorithm to extract sequential patterns in order to take
into account the temporal aspect. Finally, for the post-processing
step, we define a new measure called the least temporal contradiction in order to find relevant sequences that are the least contradicted over time.

3.1 Data description
The database is composed of biological indicators measured on
the Saône river and its tributaries. Figure 1 describes the geographical location of watercourses and weather stations in the
considered watershed.
The data are static information related to the station itself
(its location, its reference code, etc.) and dynamic information
which corresponds to data recorded by the station equipment.
Static data is related to weather stations recorded on the waterways. Each station is described by:

• Lambert coordinates (x, y): to identify the spatial position
of each sampling station identified by codstace. The Lambert Projection System 93 is adopted here to perform the
geo-referencing;
• A kilometric point: quantity used to locate a point along a
watercourse which is calculated by measuring, in kilometers, the portion of the course between the located point and
a point serving as origin (the confluence);
• A hydro-ecoregion: homogeneous spatial unit in terms of
geology, topography and climate. This is one of the main
criteria in the typology and definition of masses of surface water. Metropolitan France is divided into 22 hydroecoregions and 7 hydro-ecoregions are present on the study
area;
• Codmasseau: to codify water masses, here corresponding
to surface water such as rivers, canals, a section of a river
or a section of a canal. For the Saône, there are 572 water
courses type water masses. However, we do not treat water
masses such as lakes and ponds;
• The size of water masses (Very Small, Small, ..., Extra
Large) is based on physical dimension (hydraulic geometry, flow rates, watershed ground surface...).
• Fish context: spatial unit in which a fish population operates
independently.
Dynamic data correspond to surveys conducted by the stations. The frequency of these records varies with time and stations. Some stations have recurrent sample data while other stations only have single sample data e.g. for ad-hoc studies. The
main items associated with records are the following:
• The date of statement;
• The IBGN: Standardized Global Biological Index (standardized calculation based on identification of macroinvertebrates living in rivers);
• IBD: Biological Diatom Index (standardized calculation of
diagnostic of trophic pollution).
Indicators IBGN and IBD are standardized according to the
mass of water and the hydro-ecoregion studied.
Therefore, three notes are obtained and are comparable between the different stations: one note for IBGN, a note for IBD
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and a note corresponding to the fusion of two normalized previous notes. This last information is used to estimate the condition
of the watercourse at the point of survey.

3.2 Integration of spatial dimension
Spatial data can be used to determine the relevant geographic areas to manage (a) the proximity from the location of the stations
expressed by their Lambert coordinates (geo-referenced coordinate system), (b) flow aspects combining the proximity related
to water course, the flow direction and the connections between
the rivers.
We pre-processed data to divide the space into zones. The data
sequences are then obtained by combining data from the same
area and sorting them by date. Thus, we can use a conventional
algorithm to extract frequent sequences (sequential patterns), as
explained in Section 2.2.
In this paper, two spatial division techniques have been used:
• A restricted neighborhood to watercourse : for a given watercourse, two stations X and Y located on this watercourse
are considered as neighbors. For example in Figure 3, stations X, Y and Z belong to the same watercourse. These
stations are considered as a single area, and their data are
combined together.
Figure 3: watercourse zoning.

These two approaches were used to obtained different hypotheses for the influence of pollution.
(i) The first hypothesis is that pollution measured in a given
watercourse at a particular station X will have a potential impact on the downstream stations of X and on the other hand that
the origin of the pollution is related to a phenomenon located
upstream of X. The division by watercourse enables us to evaluate this hypothesis using average indicators of pollution for the
whole river.
(ii) The second hypothesis is that the pollution measured at a
station X is the result of pollution whose origin can be related
to the same groundwater source, or in neighboring agricultural
areas etc. The division into k-neighborhood is used to average
the indicators of pollution in large areas in order to observe non
local effects of watercourse associated with station X.

3.3

Mining sequential patterns

To perform experiments,
we used SPMF (Sequential
Pattern
Mining
Framework)
implemented
by
Phillipe
Fournier-Viguera
and
available
from
http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/.
We extract frequent sequential patterns in our data set using the
following spatial division approaches:
1. Without zoning: The data set consists of 711 sampling stations identified by station identification code (codstace).
The extraction was done with a minimum support of 0.3.
We obtained 22 frequent patterns. The size of all these patterns is 1. Table 2 shows some the extracted patterns;
Table 2: Some patterns obtained with the no zoning approach.
Patterns

• The k-neighborhood: the space is divided into areas around
each station by exploiting the Lambert coordinates. In each
of these areas, stations that are located within an area of k
km2 centered on station X are grouped, even if these stations belonging to different watercourses. For example in
Figure 4, stations X and W are considered to be in the same
area, even if they are not on the same watercourse.
Figure 4: k-neighborhood zoning.

<(ibgn_etat_TBE)>
<(ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4)>
<(ibgn_0-10, gr_indic_0-4)>
<(ibgn_etat_BE, ibgn_note_3)>
...

Supp

0.32
0.32
0.32
0.31
...

2. Watercourse neighborhood: We applied the algorithm to
a data set consisting of 233 zones with a minimum support of 0.3. We obtained 564 frequent patterns, with 110
1-sequences, 361 2-sequences, 90 3-sequences and 3 4sequences. Some of the results found are presented in Table
3;
Table 3: Some patterns obtained with the watercourse approach.
Patterns

Supp

<(gr_indic_5-6, var_taxo_21-30, ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2)>
<(ibgn_note_2) (ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2)>
<(ibgn_11-15, ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2) (ibgn_11-15)>
<(ibgn_11-15) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
<(var_taxo_21-30) (var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_11-15)>
<(var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30) (var_taxo_21-30)>
<(ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_11-15) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
...

Thanks to these two spatial division methods, we are able to
bring together the stations within areas and thus to aggregate data
in order to extract frequent sequences. This provides the most
relevant sequential patterns with regards to heterogeneous nature
of the records.

0.3
0.31
0.35
0.41
0.36
0.33
0.31
...

3. K-neighborhood: We applied the same algorithm to a data
set consisting of 223 zones with a minimum support of 0.3.
We obtained 138 frequent patterns of size 1, 1174 frequent
patterns of size 2, 658 of size 3, 104 of size 4 and 8 patterns
of size 5. In total, 2082 frequent patterns were extracted.
Some of these patterns are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Some patterns obtained with the k-neighborhood approach.
Patterns

Sequence

0.48
0.38
0.36
0.35
0.39
0.42
0.31
0.31
0.42
...

The number of sequences obtained by PrefixSpan algorithm
on the data set with the three spatialization approaches, and with
a minimum support set to 0.3 is respectively 22 without zoning, 564 with watercourse zoning and 2082 with k-neighborhood
zoning.
It is interesting to highlight that we obtained few patterns using the first approach, unlike with the two other spatialization
approaches.

3.4 Patterns and the least temporal contradiction
measure

0.34 − 0.66
3.34
= −0.09580838323353

LTC(< (ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE)(var_taxo_31-40) >) =

The objective measure of evaluation LTC was applied to the
patterns obtained when running the selected algorithm on the
Saône data with three proposed spatial approaches. Tables 8,
9 and 10 show some sequences and the values associated with
the support value (Supp) and the value of the least temporal contradiction (LTC) measure for these different spatialization approaches.
Table 8: LTC for data without zoning

Sequence

<(ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4)>
<(ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
<(var_taxo_21-30)>
<(ibgn_0-10)>
...

Supp

LTC

0.32
0.39
0.5
0.36
...

1.0
1.0
0.1236
0.05882
...

Table 9: LTC for data using the watercourse approach

Sequence

<(var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_16-20, var_taxo_31-40)>
<(ibgn_0-10, gr_indic_0-4, ibgn_etat_Emedio, ibgn_note_1)>
<(ibgn_0-10, ibgn_etat_Emedio, ibgn_note_1)>
<(ibgn_note_4) (ibgn_etat_TBE)>
<(ibgn_note_1)
...

Table 5: Sample sequence and its support

< (ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE)(var_taxo_31-40) >

0.34
0.34
0.36
0.36
...

Finally, the least temporal contradiction (LTC) for the sequence < (ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE)(var_taxo_31-40) > is :

We have applied the least temporal contradiction measure to find
the more relevant sequential patterns. Indeed, even if in terms of
volume of processed data, a complete validation can be envisaged. This will not be the case when the data set is extended
nationally.
The least temporal contradiction LTC was calculated as follows:
Let SPDB be a database of sequential patterns obtained after
running the PrefixSpan algorithm [9] on the Saône river watershed data set by considering the spatialization of a watercourse,
for example. Given a sequence S ∈ SPDB and its support presented in Table 5:

Sequence

Supp

< (ibgn_16-20, gr_indic_7-9, var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_etat_T BE) >
< (ibgn_16-20, gr_indic_7-9, var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_etat_T BE, ibgn_note_4) >
< (ibgn_16-20, var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_etat_T BE) >
< (ibgn_16-20, var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_etat_T BE, ibgn_note_4) >
...

Supp

<(var_taxo_21-30, ibgn_etat_Emoy)>
<(ibgn_16-20, gr_indic_7-9, var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4)>
<(ibgn_note_2) (ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2)>
<(var_taxo_21-30, ibgn_note_2) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
<(gr_indic_7-9) (ibgn_16-20, gr_indic_7-9, ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4)>
<(ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2) (var_taxo_21-30)>
<(var_taxo_21-30, ibgn_etat_Emoy) (var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_11-15)>
<(var_taxo_21-30, ibgn_etat_Emoy, ibgn_note_2) (ibgn_11-15) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
<(var_taxo_21-30) (var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_11-15)>
...

Table 7: Sequences used to calculate St

Supp

LTC

0.3
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.35
...

1.0
1.0
0.0303
-0.963176
-0.738806
...

Supp
0.34

Table 10: LTC for data using the k-neighborhood approach

To
calculate
Sd ,
we
looked
for
itemsets
(ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE) and (var_taxo_31-40) in all
sequences S of the database without considering the position
which they appear in S. We find two solutions (see Table 6):
Table 6: Sequences used to calculate Sd

Sequence

< (ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE)(ibgn_11-15)(var_taxo_31-40) >
< (var_taxo_31-40)(ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE) >

Supp
0.34
0.32

Finally, the value Sd for the sequence <(ibgn_16-20,
ibgn_etat_TBE) (var_taxo_31-40)> is 0.66.
The calculation of St is performed in a similar way to the calculation of Sd . We seek the items belonging to the sequence
< (ibgn_16-20, ibgn_etat_T BE) (var_taxo_31-40) > in all sequences S of sequential patterns database SPDB. We found these
items in sequences shown in Table 7:
The sum of supports of the sequences st ∈ St is equal to 3.34.

Sequence

<(ibgn_11-15) (ibgn_16-20, gr_indic_7-9)>
<(var_taxo_21-30) (ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4)>
<(gr_indic_7-9) (ibgn_11-15, var_taxo_21-30)>
<(ibgn_etat_TBE, ibgn_note_4) (var_taxo_31-40, ibgn_note_4)>
<(var_taxo_21-30) (var_taxo_31-40)>
<(gr_indic_7-9) (ibgn_etat_BE, ibgn_note_3)>
...

Supp

LTC

0.33
0.33
0.36
0.31
0.42
0.31
...

1.0
0.03125
0.01887
-0.905918
-0.215329
-0.030928
...

To conclude, the support threshold allows to extract the most
frequent patterns. The LTC measure enables to rank the most
relevant frequent patterns, i.e. those which are the least contradicted.

4

Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we have presented the first steps of a data mining
project on hydrological data. In particular, we applied a conventional algorithm for sequential pattern extraction according
to three spatialization approaches. We highlighted the problems
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that are posed depending on choices made in terms of spatialization and their influence on the number of extracted patterns.
We have proposed an objective measure of validation: the least
temporal contradiction measure which provides to experts an appropriate measure for the evaluation of obtained patterns. This
work has been conducted blind, i.e. without the intervention of
data specialists. The results underline the difficulties involved in
pre-processing search data without a thorough knowledge of the
study area in question.
The perspectives of this work are numerous. First, regarding
the data processed, additional elements on water pressures are
currently in acquisition phase. Indeed, the exact determination
of the condition of the watercourse requires other indicators that
are absent from the data presently studied. Therefore the IPR
(Fish River Index) and IBMR (Macrophytes River Biological Index) are currently being acquired. Then, for the extraction phase,
we would like to compare different data mining techniques in
terms of obtained patterns. Then, we will extend this approach
by using pressure data, characterized by the land use and survey
data. The methodological issues are numerous: How to describe
the pressures on watercourses based on land use data? How to
model the relationship between land uses and river quality? And
how to take into account the heterogeneity of the data?
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Abstract. Health risks management such as epidemics study produces
large quantity of spatio-temporal data. The development of new methods able to manage such specific characteristics becomes crucial. To
tackle this problem, we define a theoretical framework for extracting
spatio-temporal patterns (sequences representing evolution of locations
and their neighborhoods over time). Classical frequency support doesn’t
consider the pattern neighbor neither its evolution over time. We thus
propose a new interestingness measure taking into account both spatial
and temporal aspects. An algorithm based on pattern-growth approach
with efficient successive projections over the database is proposed. Experiments conducted on real datasets highlight the relevance of our method.

1

Introduction

In everyday life, we can observe many phenomena occurring in space and time
simultaneously. For example, the movements of a person associate spatial information (e.g. the departure and arrival coordinates) and temporal information
(e.g. the departure and arrival dates). Other applications, with more complex
dynamics, are much more difficult to analyze. It is the case of spread of infectious
disease, which associates spatial and temporal information such as the number of
patients, environmental or entomological data. Yuang in [13] describes this concept of dynamics as a set of dynamic forces impacting the behavior of a system
and components, individually and collectively.
In this paper, we focus on spatio-temporal data mining methods to better
understand the dynamics of complex systems for epidemiological surveillance. In
the case of dengue epidemics, public health experts know that the evolution of the
disease depends on environmental factors (e.g. climate, areas with water points,
mangroves...) and interactions between human and vector transmission (e.g. the
mosquito that carries the disease). However, the impact of environmental factors
and their interactions remain unclear.
P.-N. Tan et al. (Eds.): PAKDD 2012, Part II, LNAI 7302, pp. 157–168, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
!
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To address these issues, spatio-temporal data mining provides highly relevant
solutions through the identification of relationships among variables and events,
characterized in space and time without a priori hypothesis. For example, in our
context, we will discover combinations of changes in environmental factors that
lead epidemic peaks in specific spatial configurations. We will show in the related
works section that existing methods are not completely adapted to our problem.
For this reason, we have define new spatio-sequential patterns, based on an extension of sequential patterns, to link the spatial and temporal dimension. An
example of pattern in the dengue context is: frequently over the past 10 years,
if it rains in an area and if there is standing water and high temperatures in the
neighborhood, then there is an increase number of mosquitoes in adjacent areas,
followed by an increase of dengue cases. It can be used for analysis by health
care professionals, to better understand how environmental factors influence the
development of epidemics. Such patterns are very interesting because they enable to capture evolution of areas considering their events and events in adjacent
zones. However, they are very difficult to mine because the search space is very
large. Proposing scalable methods to find these patterns are consequently very
challenging. We have defined an interestingness measure to overcome this problem of scalability and an efficient algorithm based on pattern-growth approach.
In section 2, we review existing spatio-temporal data mining methods and
we show that these methods are not suitable for our problem. In section 3, we
detail our theoretical framework. In section 4, we present our algorithm called
DFS-S2PMiner. In section 5, we present experiments on real datasets. The paper
ends with our conclusions and future perspectives.

2

Related Work

In this related work section, we are not concerned by the trajectories problematic
addressed in [1, 3]. We only focus on methods analyzing the evolution and the
interaction of objects or events characteristics through space and time. Early
work addressed the spatial and temporal dimensions separately. For example,
Han et al. in [4] or Shekhar et al. in [10] looked for spatial patterns or co-location,
i.e. subsets of features (object-types) with instances often identified as close in
space. In our context, an example of co-location is within a radius of 200 m,
mosquitoes nests are frequently found near ponds. On the contrary, other authors
as Pei et al. in [9] have studied temporal sequences which only take into account
the temporal dimension. Tsoukatos et al. in [11] have extended these works to
represent sets of environmental features evolving in time. They extract sequences
of characteristics that appear frequently in areas, but without taking into account
the spatial neighborhood. An example of pattern obtained is: in many areas,
heavy rain occurs before the formation of a pond, followed by the development
of mosquito nest. If these two types of methods, only spatial or temporal, can
be very relevant for epidemiological surveillance, they do not capture relations
such as: often, a heavy rain occurs before the formation of a pond followed in a
close area by the development of mosquito nests. In [12], Wang et al. focus on the
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extraction of sequences representing the propagation of spatiotemporal events
in predefined time windows. They introduce two concepts: Flow patterns and
Generalized Spatiotemporal Patterns in order to extract precisely the sequence
of events that occur frequently in some locations. Thus, the authors will be able
to identify patterns of the form: dengue cases appear frequently in area Z1 after
the occurrence of high temperatures and the presence of ponds in area Z2.
However, Huang et al. in [7] found that all the patterns discovered with others
approaches are not all the time relevant because they may not be statistically significant and in particular not ”dense” in space and time. They therefore proposed
an interestingness measure taking into account the spatial and temporal aspects
to extract global sequence of features. However, they study the events one after
another. They don’t take into account the interactions such as often heavy rain
and the occurrence of ponds are presented before the development of mosquito
nests. Celik et al. in [2], proposed the concept of Mixed-Drove Spatiotemporal
Co-occurrence Patterns, i.e. subsets of two or more different event-types whose
instances are often located in spatial and temporal proximity (e.g. an event-type
is heavy rain and an instance is heavy rain in zone Z1 the 10/17/2011 ). For
similar reasons than Huang, they have proposed a specific monotonic composite
interest measure based on spatial and temporal prevalence measures. However,
they do not extract the frequent evolutions of event-types over time (events of
each instance occur necessarily in the same time slot). For example, we can only
extract patterns such as: heavy rain, ponds and development of mosquito nests
are frequently found together in lots of time slots. Finally, approaches proposed
by Wang, Huang and Celik cannot capture the evolution of areas with regard to
their set of event-types and the sets of event-types of their neighbors.
In this paper, we describe a method for extracting spatio-temporal sequences
of patterns (i.e. sequences of spatial sets of events) called S2P (Spatio-Sequential
Patterns). We aim at identifying relationships such as: the presence of dengue
cases in an area is often preceded of high temperatures and the presence of water tanks in a neighboring area. Thus, we will deal with the developments and
interactions between the study area and its immediate environment. Moreover,
as this type of patterns are very difficult to mine, because of the huge generated
search space, we will introduce an interestingness measure to make our approach
scalable.

3
3.1

Spatio-sequential Patterns: Concepts and Definitions
Preliminaries

A spatio-temporal database is a structured set of information including geographic components (e.g. neighborhoods, rivers, etc.) and temporal components
(e.g. rain, wind). Such a database is defined as a triplet DB = (DT , DS , DA )
where DT is the temporal dimension, DS the spatial dimension and DA =
{DA1 , DA2 , . . . , DAp } a set of analysis dimensions associated with attributes. The
temporal dimension is associated with a domain of values denoted dom(DT ) =
{T1 , T2 , . . . , Tt } where ∀i ∈ [1..t], Ti is a timestamp and T1 < T2 < . . . < Tt . The
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spatial dimension is associated with a domain of values denoted dom(DS ) =
{Z1 , Z2 , . . . Zl } where ∀i ∈ [1..l], Zi is a zone. We define on dom(DS ) a neighborhood relationship, denoted Neighbor by:
N eighbor(Zi , Zj ) = true if Zi and Zj are neighbors, f alse otherwise

(1)

Each dimension DAi (∀i ∈ [1..p]) in the set of analysis dimensions DA , is associated with a domain of values denoted dom(Ai ). In these domains, the values
can be ordered or not.
To illustrate the definitions, we use a sample of weather database, Table 1,
which represents weather in three cities on three consecutive days. The table
lists temperature (Temp), precipitation (Prec), wind speed (Wind) and gusts in
Km/h. The three cities are associated by a neighborhood relationship described
in Figure 1.
Table 1. Weather changes in three cities :
Z1 , Z2 et Z3 on December 22, 23, 24, 2010
City
Z1
Z1
Z1
Z2
Z2
Z2
Z3
Z3
Z3

Date Temp Prec Wind Gusts
12/22/10 Tm
Pm
Vm
12/23/10 Tm
Pm
Vl
12/24/10 Tl
Pm
Vm
55
12/22/10 Tm
Pm
Vm
12/23/10 Tl
Pm
Vl
12/24/10 Tl
Pl
Vm
12/22/10 Tl
Pm
Vs
75
12/23/10 Tm
Ps
Vl
12/24/10 Tl
Ps
Vs
55

!$
!"
!#
Fig. 1. Neighboring cities

In Table 1, DT = {Date}, DS = {City} and DA = {T emp, P rec, W ind,
=
Gusts}. The domain of the temporal dimension is dom(DT )
{12/22/10, 12/23/10, 12/24/10} with 12/22/10 < 12/23/10 < 12/24/10.
The domain of spatial dimension is dom(DS ) = {Z1 , Z2 , Z3 } with
N eighbor(Z1 , Z2 ) = true, N eighbor(Z1 , Z3 ) = true and N eighbor(Z2 , Z3 ) =
f alse. Finally, for the analysis dimensions Temp and Gusts, the domains are
respectively dom(T emp) = {Tm , Tl , Ts } and dom(Gusts) = {55, 75}.
3.2

Spatio-sequential Patterns

Definition 1. Item and Itemset. Let I be an item, a literal value for the
dimension DAi , I ∈ dom(DAi ). An itemset, IS = (I1 I2 . . . In ) with n ≤ p, is a
non empty set of items such that ∀i, j ∈ [1..n], ∃k, k " ∈ [1..p], Ii ∈ dom(DAk ),
Ij ∈ dom(ADA! ) and k %= k " .
k
All items in an itemset are associated with different dimensions. An itemset
with k items is called k-itemset.
We define the In relationship between zones and itemsets which describes
the occurrence of itemset IS in zone Z at time t in the database DB:
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In(IS, Z, t) is true if IS is present in DB for zone Z at time t. In our example,
consider the itemset IS = (Tm Pm Vl ) then In(IS, Z1 , 12/23/10) is true as the
itemset (Tm Pm Vl ) occurs for zone Z1 on 12/23/10 (see Table 1).
We now define the notion of interaction with neighbor zones.
Definition 2. Spatial itemset. Let ISi and ISj be two itemsets, we say that
ISi and ISj are spatially close iff ∃Zi , Zj ∈ dom(DS ), ∃t ∈ dom(DT ) such that
In(ISi , Zi , t) ∧ In(ISj , Zj , t) ∧ N eighbor(Zi , Zj ) is true. A pair of itemsets ISi
and ISj that are spatially close, is called a spatial itemset and denoted by
IST = ISi · ISj .
To facilitate notations, we introduce a n-ary group operator for itemsets to
be assigned by the operator · (near ), denoted []. The θ symbol represents the
absence of itemsets in a zone. Figure 2 shows the three types of spatial itemsets
that we can build with the proposed notations. The dotted lines represent the
spatial dynamics.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of spatial itemsets (a) IS1 · IS2 (b) θ · IS2 (c) IS1 ·
[IS2 ; IS3 ]

The spatial itemset IST = (Tm · (Vl Pm )) describes that events Tm and Vl Pm
occur in neighboring zones at the same time. The spatial itemset IST = (θ ·
[Tm ; Pl ]) indicates that Tm and Pl occur in two different zones neighbor to a
zone where no event appears.
Definition 3. Inclusion of spatial itemset. A spatial itemset IST = ISi ·ISj
"
is included, denoted ⊆, in another spatial itemset IST
= ISk" · ISl" , iff ISi ⊆ ISk"
and ISj ⊆ ISl" .

"
The spatial itemset IST = (Tm Pm · Vl ) is included in the spatial itemset IST
=
(Tm Pm · Vl 55) because (Tm Pm ) ⊆ (Tm Pm ) and (Vl ) ⊆ (Vl , 55).
We now define the notion of zones evolution according to their spatial neighborhood relationship.

Definition 4. Spatial Sequence. A spatial sequence or simply S2 is an ordered
list of spatial itemsets, denoted s = (IST1 IST2 . . . ISTm ) where ISTi , ISTi+1 satisfy
the constraint of temporal sequentiality for all i ∈ [1..m − 1].

A S2 s = ((Tm )(θ · [Pl ; Vs ])(Vl · [Pl ; Tl ])) is illustrated in figure 3 for the zone Z1,
where the arrows represent the temporal dynamics and the dotted lines represent
the environment.
A relationship generalization (or specialization) between S2’s is defined as
follows:
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Fig. 3. Example of the spatio-temporal dynamic

Definition 5. Inclusion of S2. A S2 s = (IST1 IST2 . . . ISTm ) is more specific
"
"
than a S2 s" = (IST
I " . . . IST
), denoted s + s" , if there exists j1 ≤ . . . ≤ jm
1 ST2
n
"
"
"
such that IST1 ⊆ IST
, IST2 ⊆ IST
, . . . , ISTm ⊆ IST
.
j
j
jm
1

2

A S2 s = ((Tl Pm · Pl Vs )(55)) is included in the S2 s" = ((Tl Pm · Pl Vs )(55 · Vs ))
because (Tl Pm · Pl Vs ) ⊆ (Tl Pm · Pl Vs ) and (55) ⊆ (55 · Vs ).
For a specific zone, we note sZ the associated spatial data sequence in the
database DB. sZ contains or supports a spatial sequence s if s is a subsequence
of sZ . The support of a spatial sequence s is thus defined as the number of zone
supporting s. If the support of the spatial sequence is greater than a user-defined
threshold, the sequence is frequent and corresponds to a spatio-sequential
pattern (S2P ). Nevertheless, in a spatio-temporal context, we need to define a
more precise and suitable prevalence measure, as explained in the next section.
3.3

Spatio-temporal Participation

The proposed spatio-sequential pattern allow to tackle both spatial and temporal
issues. In order to manage in an efficient way the mining of such patterns, a new
filtering measure has to be defined. To highlight the participation of an item in a
spatial sequence, we propose an adaptation of the participation index [6] which
is a combination of two measures: spatial participation index and temporal
participation index taking into account respectively the spatial dimension and
the number of occurrences in time.
Definition 6. Spatial participation ratio Let s be a spatial sequence and I
be an item of s, the spatial participation ratio for I in s, denoted by SP r(s, I)
is the number of zones which contain s divided by the number of zones where the
item I appears in the whole database:
Supp(s)
SP r(s, I) = Supp(I)
Definition 7. Spatial participation index Let s = (IST1 , IST2 , . . . ISTn ) be
a spatial sequence, the spatial participation index of s denoted SP i(s) is the
minimum of spatial participation ratio:
SP i(s) = M IN∀I∈dom(A),I∈s {SP r(s, I)}

Definition 8. Temporal participation ratio Let s be a spatial sequence and
I be an item of s, the temporal participation ratio for I in s denoted T P r(s, I)
is the number of occurrences of s (i.e. the number of instances over time) divided
by the total number of occurrences of I:
N bOccurrences(s)
T P r(s, I) = N
bOccurrences(I)
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Definition 9. Temporal participation index Let s = (IST 1 , IST 2 , . . . IST n )
be a spatial sequence, the temporal participation index of s denoted T P i(s) is
the minimum of temporal participation ratio:
T P i(s) = M IN∀I∈dom(Ai),I∈s {T P r(I, s)}
We define the spatio-temporal participation index of a spatial sequence s,
ST P i(s), as:
SP i(s) ∗ T P i(s)
(2)
ST P i(s) = 2 ∗
SP i(s) + T P i(s)
Given a spatio-temporal database DB, the problem of spatio-sequential pattern
mining is to find all spatial sequences whose spatio-temporal participation index
is greater than a user-specified threshold min stpi.
Note that the predicate ”STPi is greater than a user-threshold” is antimonotonic. If a spatio-sequential pattern s is not frequent, all patterns s" such as s
is included in s" (s + s" ), are also not frequent. This property is used in our
pattern mining algorithm to prune the search space and quickly find frequent
spatio-sequential patterns.

4

Extraction of Spatio-sequential Patterns

In this section, we propose an algorithm called DFS-S2PMiner to extract
spatio-sequential patterns considering both spatial and temporal aspects. DFSS2PMiner adopts a depth-first-search strategy based on successive projections of
the database such as FP-Growth [5] and Prefixspan [8] for scalability purpose.
Specifically, this algorithm is based on the pattern-growth strategy used in [5].
The principle of this approach is to extract frequent patterns without a candidate generation step. This approach recursively creates a projected database,
associates it with a fragment of frequent pattern, and ”mines” each projected
database separately. The frequent patterns are extended progressively along a
depth-first exploration of the search space.
First, we introduce the definition of the projection of a spatio-temporal
database used in the algorithm. Let s be a spatio-sequence of the database DB.
The projection of database DB w.r.t. s, denoted DB|s , is the set of suffixes of
s in DB.
The algorithm 1 describes our recursive algorithm DFS-S2PMiner. First, the
set of frequent items I and θ · I, denoted F1 , is extracted from the projected
database DB|α (line 1 of Algorithm 1). These items constitute extensions of
sequence α. Note that in the first recursive call, DB|α corresponds to the initial
database DB (since α = {}). Then, for each of these items X ∈ F1 , we extend
the spatio-sequential pattern α with X (lines 3 and 4). Two types of extension
are possible : 1) adding X to the last spatial itemset of the sequence α (line 3)
or 2) inserting X after (i.e. the next time) the last spatial itemset of α (line 4).
We check the measure of interest for these two spatio-sequential patterns (lines
5 and 9) and record frequent ones in the set of solutions F (lines 6 and 10). For
each frequent pattern, the algorithm then performs another projection of the
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database using DB|α and recursively extends the pattern by invoking again the
algorithm (lines 7 and 11). The algorithm stops when no more projections can
be generated.
Algorithm 1. DFS-S2PMiner
– Main routine
Require: A spatio-temporal database DB and a user-defined threshold min stpi
Ensure: A set of frequent spatio-sequential patterns F
α ← {}
Call Prefix-growthST (α, min stpi, DB|α , F )

– Prefix-growthST (α, min stpi, DB|α , F )
Require: a spatio-sequential pattern α , the user-defined threshold min stpi, the projection DB|α
of the spatio-temporal database on α, and F a set of frequent !
spatio-temporal patterns;
1. F1 ← {a set of frequents items I and θ · I on DB|α , with I ∈
i∈[1..p] dom(DAi ) }
2. for all X ∈ F1 do
3.
β ← αX
4.
δ ← α(X)
5.
if ST P i(β) ≥ min stpi then
6.
F ← F ∪ β;
7.
Prefix-growthST(β, min stpi, DB|β , F )
8.
end if
9.
if ST P i(δ) ≥ min stpi then
10.
F ← F ∪ δ;
11.
Prefix-growthST(δ, min stpi, DB|δ , F )
12.
end if
13. end for

We use our running example (Table 1 and Figure 1) with min stpi = 2/3 to
illustrate this algorithm.
Iteration 1 (α = {})
– Extraction on frequent items and spatial items (line 1). The first
step is to extract frequent items and frequent spatial items from DB, let:
F1 ={Pm : 3, Tm : 3, Vm : 2, Vl : 3, Tl : 3, 55 : 2, θ · Tm : 3,
θ · Pm : 3, θ · Vm : 3, θ · Vl : 3, θ · Tl : 3, θ · 55 : 3}
– Extension of current sequence α (lines 3-4).
– STPi processing and Recording solutions (lines 5-6 and 9-10).
– Projection and Recursive call (lines 7 and 11). For each frequent
item I and θ · I, the algorithm calculates the corresponding projection of
the database. For example, for the frequent item Pm , we obtain the following projection (see Table 2). Each of these projected database is used in a
recursive call to find its frequent super-sequences.
Iteration 2 (α = ((Pm )))
– Extraction on frequent items and spatial items (line 1). The first
recursive call will build the super-sequences with the prefix ((Pm )) from the
projected database of Table 2. Specifically, the algorithm will find frequent
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Table 2. Projected database of !(Pm )"
Zones Sequences
Neighbors Neighbor sequences
Z1 S1 = (( Vm )(Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z2
S2 = (( Vm )(Tl Pm Vl )(Tl Pl Vm ))
Z3
S3 = (( Vs 75)(Tm Ps Vl )(Tl Ps Vs 55))
Z1
S1 = (( Vm )(Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z2 S2 = (( Vm )(Tl Pm Vl )(Tl Pl Vm ))
Z1
S1 = (( Vm )(Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z3 S3 = (( Vs 75)(Tm Ps Vl )(Tl Ps Vs 55))

items in the projected database (line 1) and extend ((Pm )) (line 2 - 4). The
frequent items obtained from DB|((Pm )) are: {Vm : 2, Tm : 2, Pm : 2, Vl :
3, Tl : 3, 55 : 2, θ · Vm : 3, θ · Tl : 3, θ · Pm : 3, θ · Vl : 3, θ · Tm : 3, θ · 55 : 3}
– Extension of current sequence α (lines 3-4). The first frequent item
found is (Vm ) : 2. Therefore, we can build two spatial sequences: ((Pm Vm ))
(line 3) and ((Pm )(Vm )) (line 4).
– STPi processing and Recording solutions (lines 5-6 and 9-10). The
spatio-sequential pattern ((Pm )(Vm )) with ST P i = 2/3 is frequent (line 9).
– Projection and Recursive call (lines 7 and 11). Thus, the algorithm
uses this pattern to make a new projection (see Table 3) and to recursively
search all frequent super-sequences with the prefix ((Pm )(Vm )).
Table 3. Projected database of !(Pm )(Vm )"
Zones Sequences
Neighbors Neighbor sequences
Z1 S1 = ((Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z2
S2 = ((Tl Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm ))
Z3
S3 = −
Z1
S1 = ((Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z2 S2 = ((Tl Pm Vl )(Tl Pl Vm ))
Z1
S1 = ((Tm Pm Vl )(Tl Pm Vm 55))
Z3 S3 = ∅

Iteration 3 (α = ((Pm Vm )))
– Extraction on frequent items and spatial items (line 1). The frequent
items obtained for DB|((Pm Vm )) are: {Vm : 2, Pm : 2, Vl : 2, Tl : 2, θ · Vm :
3, θ · Tl : 3, θ · Pm : 3, θ · Vl : 3, θ · 55 : 3}.
– Extension of current sequence α (lines 3-4). For example, the spatial
item θ · Pm : 3 is one of the frequent items. In this case, the algorithm builds
the spatio-sequential pattern ((Pm )(Vm )(θ · Pm )).
– STPi processing and Recording solutions (lines 5-6 and 9-10). This
pattern is frequent with a ST P i = 1 because (θ · Pm ) appears in all times
and zones (see Table 3).
– Projection and Recursive call (lines 7 and 11). When all frequent
items are projected, the algorithm goes through another branch of the search
space, i.e. patterns beginning with ((Tm )) (see set F1 )
The algorithm thus proceeds generally in the same way whether items are spatial
or not. The main difference is how to compute the support. The support of
a spatial item is the number of zones where the item occurs at least once in
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their neighborhood (so we have θ · Vl : 3 in Table 2). Notice that when the
algorithm extends a pattern of type ((IST1 )(IST2 )...(ISTk · X)) with a common
item θ · Y , the operator of n-ary group is used to represent the sequence as
((IST1 )(IST2 ) . . . (ISTk · [X; Y ])).

5

Experiments

The approach proposed in this paper has been integrated in a Java prototype,
and it has been experimented on two real datasets. The first one represents the
evolution of dengue infection in a city during an epidemic (26 dates). The city is
divided in 81 districts each one characterized by 12 epidemic and environmental
attributes (e.g. number of dengue cases, precipitation per day or presence of
pools). The second dataset is a record of biological indicators in the Saône rivers,
for example, IBGN (Standardized Global Biological Index) and IBD (Biological
Diatom Index). These indicators are associated with hydrological stations along
the watercourse and raised up made by some stations along the watersheds of
the Saône. This dataset includes 815 samples associated to 223 stations (zones)
and 10 attributes.
We compared our approach with the work proposed by Tsoukatos [11] since
it is the closest work. Indeed, this work extracts sequences of itemsets representing the evolution of each zone individually (but without taking into account
neighbors as in our approach). Experiments have been done on an Intel Core I5
processor with 4G of RAM on Linux.
First, a qualitative evaluation of the results was done. We compared the patterns obtained by our approach with the ones obtained by the DFS Mine algorithm of Tsoukatos on the dengue dataset.
For example, both approaches could find classical sequential patterns such
as ”few pools, few precipitations and few graveyard are followed by few dengue,
few precipitations and wind”. However, our approach could also find complex
patterns such as ”few pools, few precipitations and few graveyard, followed by
few pools and few precipitations in neighbor zones, are followed by few dengue
in neighbor zones”. This example gives an idea of the richness of our patterns
by enabling to highlight the influence of neighbor areas.
When using the spatio-temporal participation index as measure of interest, we
can’t compare any further the extracted patterns since prevalence measures are
different. While the approach of Tsoukatos keeps sequences occurring in many
zones but not necessarily several times, our approach keeps sequences occurring
in many zones and several times. The interest of our proposal is to consider the
temporal weight of patterns.
Second, a quantitative evaluation of our approach was done. We compared
the execution time of our algorithm with the DFS Mine algorithm proposed
by Tsoukatos in [11]. Figure 4 shows execution times of DFS Mine (classical
support) and DFS-S2PMiner algorithms (using classical support and spatiotemporal participation index) on the studied datasets for several thresholds.
Execution times are relatively similar while our approach is doing more complex
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(b)

Fig. 4. Execution runtime of DFS Mine and DFS-S2PMiner algorithms on (a) Dengue
dataset (b) River dataset

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Number of patters extracted by DFS Mine and DFS-S2PMiner algorithms on
(a) Dengue dataset (b) River dataset

processing. Indeed, as shown by figure 5, the STPi measure allows an efficient
pruning of the search space, even for the large dataset of the Saône river.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we propose a new concept of spatio-temporal patterns called
spatio-sequential patterns (S2P). This concept enables to analyze the evolution
of areas considering their set of features and their neighboring environment. An
example application of these patterns is the study of the spatiotemporal spread
of dengue w.r.t. epidemic, district and environmental data. A formal framework
is established to define S2P generically. To extract these patterns, we propose
a generic method called DFS-S2PMiner based on a depth-first strategy. A new
prevalence measure has been defined to cope with the limits of the classical support w.r.t. spatial and temporal aspects. Our proposal has been experimented on
two real datasets. Results show the interest of the approach to extract efficiently
rich spatio-temporal patterns.
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Among possible future developments, we plan to extend the concept of
neighborhood to n neighborhoods while allowing scalability. No new definitions are needed but an heuristic exploration of the search space may be required.
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